What Influences Human’s Flavor Perception to Skittles?
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Abstract

Previous studies have shown that visual information can affect flavor perception. The aim of the present work was to study how the information of Skittles (Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company China), influences the Chinese adult subject expectations and their flavor perception. Five flavors matching five colors of Skittles were evaluated by forty graduate and undergraduate students under sighted condition (expected, observing product color), unsighted condition (blinded, only tasting the product) and incongruent verbal color labeling condition (blinded, informing incongruent verbal color). The results confirmed the previous findings concerning the cross modal interactions of color and flavor perception, that is visual information which can be seen by subjects interacts with the flavor perception, and for the first time, demonstrated that incongruent verbal color labels failed to function on multisensory, while learning and memory might involve in the color and flavor interaction. No gender difference was found in all sessions though the female showed a trend of better flavor perception compared with the male.
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The multisensory can vary with age and gender[18-27]. TAS1R receptors mediate sweet and umami tastes[28]. Research on the behavioral, brain imaging and optogenetic techniques showed that the brain structures including the insular cortex, the amygdala, the Anterior Cingulate (ACC) and medial Orbitofrontal Cortex (OFC) which has an important function in learning, memory and emotion, contribute to the multisensory and flavor representation in human and mouse[29]

Because the brain structures which contribute to cross modal interactions play an important role in learning and memory, it is not surprising that some researchers argued that the multisensory is an associative learning process rather than a sensory interaction[28]. Shankar proposes that color-flavor interactions in flavor perception cannot be understood solely in terms of the principles of multisensory integration but also of higher-level cognitive factors, such as expectations[29].

The previous studies widely addressed the multisensory between the flavor and the color of the food and the beverages in western people. However, the culture of food may influence the taste perception in different people. Therefore, in our current experiment, we tested the flavor and color cross modal interactions in young Chinese adults by using sweeties with 5 fruit flavors from Skittles. Skittles is not a Chinese traditional sweet, and is thus unfamiliar to most Chinese adults. They may have very few or no experience of eating Skittles during childhood since this product only came in China very recently. Therefore, the setting could exclude bias or preference in the experiments.

Few studies used a verbal indication to test its disturb in flavor perception, or the role of memory in flavor-color interactions. Thus, the aim of the study is to address: whether the visual information which can be seen by subjects themselves interacts with flavor perception under a sighted condition; whether incongruent verbal color labeling information which is indicated by the experimenter influences subject’s flavor perception under unsighted condition; whether learning and memory is involved in flavor perception and the gender’s effect.

Materials and Methods

Participants

In total forty graduate and undergraduate students were recruited at Kunming institute of Zoology, CAS, in Kunming, Yunnan, China. Mean age was 25.9 ± 2.4 years, range 22 – 32 years. The sample was 50% male, 50% female. Exclusion criteria included a history of an allergy, bias or adverse reaction to sugar, fruit (orange, lemon, apple, strawberry and grape), a medical problem affecting appetite or eating, and having coffee, chocolate, spicy food or sour fruit in two hours before experiment. All participants had read and signed informed consent form before the experiment. The color matched to the flavor of each Skittles was written in the consent form. This work was approved by the Kunming institute of Zoology, Chinese Academy of Sciences and has been carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).

Stimuli

Skittles (Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company, China) were bought from Carrefour in Kunming and used as a vehicle for flavor delivery. Skittles provide five kinds of standardized and reproducible tastes and have five flavors with different colors of the corresponding fruits: orange flavor (orange color), lemon flavor (yellow color), apple flavor (green color), strawberry flavor (red color), grape flavor (purple color) according to the notation on the Skittles package. 5% male and 40% female participants had experience of tasting Skittles in their life, while others had no experience before.

Procedure

The complete testing procedure was conducted between 9:00 am - 11:20 pm and 2:00 am - 5:30 pm. All subjects were nonsmokers and were tested individually. After having read and signed the consent form, subjects were asked to participate in the tasting experiments which had four sessions. In each session, subjects were asked to taste five small pieces of Skittles with or without seeing their colors. The order of five kinds of Skittles was randomly assigned to each subject. The interval between each tasting trial was more than 5 minutes. During each ITI, subjects were asked to rinse their mouth out thoroughly with water.

Sessions 1 - 3 were conducted within 1 - 2 days. Session 4 was conducted one month after Sessions 1 - 3.

Session 1 sighted condition.

The participants were asked to randomly taste five kinds of fruit flavor Skittles one by one, and report the flavor of each Skittles or uncertainty. If they reported wrongly, they would be told the correct flavor according to the packaging information of the Skittles. They could see the color of the candy so they could learn to associate the color with a certain flavor.

Session 2 unsighted conditions

The participants were asked to taste five Skittles and report each flavor with their eyes close, for the purpose of elimination of the visual input.

Session 3 incongruent verbal color labeling condition (verbal condition)

The subjects were under unsighted condition. Before each tasting, subjects were orally indicated one of five colors of Skittles they would take. The verbal color labeling information was mostly misleading (97%), while a small proportion of the notice (6/200) correctly matched the colors with corresponding candy.

Session 4 incongruent verbal color labeling condition after 1 month (verbal-1m condition)

In order to test if the participants’ memory contributed to performance, one month after Sessions 1 - 3, 11 of the male participants and 10 of the female participants who had taken Sessions 1 - 3 were available return. They were asked to repeat Session 3.

Data analysis

The number of correct identifications each participant made in each session was recorded individually. All results were expressed as mean ± S.E.M. (standard error of mean). The statistical package SPSS 12.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for data analysis. Differences between Sessions 1 - 4 and genders were assessed with an ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison test was used to analyze the difference of groups,
while a two-way ANOVA with repeated measures was used to analyze the difference between Sessions 1 - 3. The number of correct identifications among the different flavors for the subject was expressed as mean and was analyzed with the Chi-square ($\chi^2$) test. Differences were considered significant when $P \leq 0.05$.

Results

1. One-way ANOVA analysis showed a significant difference between groups ($F(3, 140) = 2.77$, $P = 0.044$). The repetitive measure showed that proportion of correct responses given by participants significantly decreased in Session 2 (unsighted) ($P < 0.05$) and Session 3 (verbal) ($P < 0.01$) compared with Session 1 (sighted) (within effect of Sessions 1 - 3: $F(2,119) = 5.43$, $P = 0.0062$), as shown in Figure 1. No significant difference was found between the sighted session and Session 4 (verbal-1month) according to one-way ANOVA analysis (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Comparison between sessions](image)

The proportion of correct identifications was lower in the unsighted and verbal session than in the sighted session respectively. *$P < 0.05$, **$P < 0.01$ vs the performance in the sighted session.

2. There were no significant differences between men and women in all sessions. However, the women had an overall tendency to distinguish the flavors better than the men (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Flavor discrimination in man and woman](image)

There were no significant differences between men and women in all sessions.

3. When five kinds of Skittles were analyzed using a chi-square test, a significant difference among five kinds of Skittles was found in sighted session ($X^2 = 15.73$, $P = 0.003$), but not in the unsighted, verbal and verbal-1 month sessions (Figure 3). In the sighted session, differences between the orange flavor Skittles and the strawberry ($X^2 = 14.53$, $P < 0.001$), grape ($X^2 = 4.50$, $P = 0.034$) and lemon ($X^2 = 5.54$, $P = 0.019$) ones were found (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Percentage of correct identifications among five flavors in the four sessions](image)

Subjects showed a difference in flavor discrimination between orange and grape flavors, lemon and strawberry flavors. *$P < 0.05$, **$P < 0.01$ vs the performance of orange flavor.

Discussion

Our results show that visual information improved the correct identifications in the flavor perception, while the incongruent verbal color labeling information had no effect on the unsighted discrimination of flavors. Associative learning may have contributed to this process.

We chose Skittles as stimulus to test the flavor perception because this kind of sweets has five bright colors and different colors match with different flavors, which are easy to be discriminated; it is also unfamiliar to most Chinese subjects.

In the sighted condition (Session 1), since the participants had read which colors match with which fruit flavors respectively before the trials, they could learn to associate the colors with corresponding flavors. However, in the unsighted session, they could not see the colors of the candy, and the proportion of correct identifications was therefore decreased significantly, suggesting that color, as visual information, contributes to taste perception, a conclusion consistent with other studies[6-9]. A meta-analysis on the neural correlates of processing visual food cues addressed that food selection is primarily guided by the visual system, bilateral posterior fusiform gyrus, the left lateral Orbitofrontal Cortex (OFC) and the left middle insula, which are activated in response to viewing food pictures[30].

Gibson argued that animals’ primary purpose of perception is to seek objects in the environment, particularly those that are biologically important to survival, specially foods, while our senses functionally united when anatomically separated[7]. Therefore, we rely on our vision mostly while seeking for food and evaluate the visual and taste multisensory associations among the chemosensory stimuli. However, what is the role of
imaging created without seeing in the cross modal interactions? If subjects are indicated the name of the food, they need to build a representations of the food in their mind: in the verbal session, when subjects were indicated the colors of the sweets by the experimenter, they might first evoke an image of the food according to the indications and then estimate if this image matches the actual flavor generated from the mouth. Interestingly, they failed to use the verbal color labels to judge their identification. Meanwhile, the incongruent verbal color labels failed to disturb their identification as well: the score was similar as that of the unsighted condition. The participants in the current experiment were all postgraduate students aged 22 - 32 years old, who probably were comparatively reasonable and were not easily disturbed by information which could not be seen directly. The image made by incongruent verbal color labels could not guide a subject to make a wrong decision. Thus, the first taste always comes with eyes. In addition, it also suggested that associative memory acquired in the session 1 contributed to the subject’s decision under unsighted and verbal color label conditions.

Studies using brain imaging techniques showed that tastes can be imagined and brain regions activated for taste imagination are consistent with regions previously described for actual taste perception[33]. However, imagination had little effect on flavor perception in an unsighted condition in our experiment. Depending on children’s ages, their taste perception is more easily influenced by information provided[32], probably due to the extent of their brain development which is required for the high cognition. This raises an interest in using an incongruent verbal labeling paradigm to test flavor perception of children at different ages in the future, with the expectation that autism children may have a different result.

On the other hand, the experiences acquired by the participants from the sighted session might be used to avoid a wrong decision under the incongruent verbal color labels. This acquired memory lasted for at least 1 month in our experiment since the participants showed no difference from the session 1. It suggests that flavor perception which is based on an associate learning might have a long-lasting effect of prior experience. This result was in line with previous studies which argue that the color-flavor interactions in taste perception are based on association learning and memory, and is also involved in high-level cognition[28,29].

Recently, a research tested customers to evaluate taste of chocolate according to sound-taste correspondences and found that the customers had a significantly better tasting experience when the sounds were presented as part of the food’s identity, and they were also willing to pay much more for the experience[33]. It suggests that previous experience, which plays an important role in flavor perception, is also a memory imprinted in the brain and tongue.

Although there was no significant difference between men and women in all sessions, the women had a tendency to discriminate the flavors better than the men under the unsighted and verbal conditions. The reason might be that the women (40%) had more experience of tasting Skittles than the men (5%). Women are generally more disgust-sensitive and morally condemning than men in 6-N-Propylthiouracil (PROP) tasting test[34]. In another study, female performed better than men in memory task, but they were no better in discriminating the products on both the hedonic and the perceptual dimensions. In addition, not all sensory aspects, which could be discriminated in perception and in liking, were equally well remembered[35]. It was partly in line with our results which showed that women have a tendency to memorize the flavor perception better than men in the unsighted and verbal situations but showed an overall similar hedonic liking as men.

Regarding to the multisensory in 5 flavors, when the colors were seen by subjects, in general the orange flavor was the easiest to be discriminated among all flavors. However, when subjects were blind to the colors of the sweets, all five flavors equally failed to be discriminated, suggesting that orange-flavor-associated learning is most influenced by the color. While strawberry flavor was the least discriminated flavor, the reason might be partly that the red color also represents other fruits, for example, apple. People’s prior beliefs of a certain color representing certain flavor influenced flavor discrimination. The orange color was more distinctive in suggesting orange flavor than red color was strawberry flavor. This result is consistent with the study from Levitan, in which even though orange-colored Smarties have a distinctive flavor, they could not be distinguished in a blindfolded condition[36].

Conclusion

The results from the current study confirmed a number of previously proved findings concerning crossmodal interactions of color and flavor perception, but here for the first time, found that incongruent verbal color labels failed to influence the multisensory which might involve associate memory.
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